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About This Game

Shooting down alien invaders never felt so good! In Cosmic Rocket Defender, use your rocket launcher to dodge bombardments
from swarms of attackers, while blasting them out of the sky as they swoop down, strafe and attempt to dive bomb you out of
existence. Hit 'em with your arsenal of rockets. Capture trophies, extras, and CASH. Upgrade your speed, rocket power, and

shields. Quick reflexes wins the day in this Blast-o-rama. Destroy or be destroyed!
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This game should not even be at ALPHA level as it has so many bugs that it is unplayable. I support many Alpha games and take
each game based on its own merits. This game has an interesting ideal behind it but is poorly executed at this time. I rarely feel
like i have wasted money on games but this many be an exception. This game is not worth the money until the developer solves
basic issues. The game crashes constantly and loads only half of the enviornment. This is not an issue with my system as i am
running a very high end gaming system. Memory leaks and loading issues are common. I want to like this game but i cannot
currently reccomend it.. This game is a blast. Stop reading the reviews and just buy it. You're welcome.. Fun game when it last.

My suggestion is improving the UI of tooltips description so it's not so bothersome because the need to hold left-click button so
see description and accidently misclick another button. Also please give detailed information about spells and skills that hero
class using. The UI of heroes ability is clunky if you reach certain lvl and spells slot will go over the border when unlocked
beyond 10.

Overall this is a good game but feel empty with not so many feature. I hope there will be a future patch or sequel with storyline,
improved graphic (can go full screen, support high resolution, etc), customization setting (battle speed, skip feature, auto spells,
etc), additional feature (auto equip, quick crafting, additional resources to collect, player overall army upgrade, etc), and maybe
online interaction (leaderboard, pvp encounter, etc).

I know this game even if imported to steam, it's still feels like a typical flash/mobile games. But if this game can go beyond that
surely people will interested and support the game here on steam.. Looks awesome. If you loved Life Is Strange 1... you will
love having these items on your back pack.. I do enjoy this game, although its lacking a lot of features that a real air traffic
controller needs. Their needs to be more than one air traffic controller. I believe the names would be "ground", "Approach",
"Departure and other. The graphics and audio features needs to be upgraded as well. Jets have reverse thrusters when landing to
stop the aircraft, I don't see any of those. Their needs to be more aircrafts in the games along with different versions of each
model such as the Boeing 747-100 and Boeing 747-200. Also, it would be awesome if you could add a feature of the make
/model/ and airline name of the aircraft when you click on them to identify which aircrafts are which and please add real
airlines! Also, can somebody please tell me how I can delete my saved game and start over!?. Nice intro :)
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A pretty fun party game. :). Looks OK, sure have seen those zombies before perhaps in Brookhaven experiment. Game looks
nice. Main issue was the
locomotion method. Very odd whereby a pointless animation of your avatar is played walking to where you point, then you
teleport there. Absolutley no idea what this is supposed to achieve other than slowing the framerate by adding a useless asset and
animation plus it gets in the way of where you want to point lol. Would much prefer just teleporting or trackpad locomotion tbh.
Sound glitched out halfway through, so the monsters weren't making any noises although the menu was still making it's clicks..
Tighter, more focused levels compared to the first two games.

Still a bit of a slog with back-tracking, but they've reigned in the number and distance of these objectives.

Flows better, but ultimately is short and shallow.. THIS. NEEDS. WORKSHOP. LEVLES.. Games like Fall of Setarrif really
bring me to think that some guys in the development team didn't know what they were doing. The flaws of this game are so
obvious that they scream in your face. The AI is dead stupid. When the enemies go into attack mode, you can dodge on the side
and continue attacking while they aim where you last stood. At times enemies fail to attack you at all and just stand there while
you're finishing them off.

Another thing that bugs me is the loot, or rather the lack of it. The environment is rich in detail but you can only interact with a
fraction of it. I also noticed that when you loot clothes, amulets and rings, the game sometimes replaces them with items you've
already equipped. The stats of the equipment seemed higher in a way so I'm thinking if the game was programmed to do you a
favor. I sometimes discovered that my character was wearing some amulet with very good mana stats and the amulet with decent
health and armor stats was placed in the inventory.

Then there were those little logical flaws that were ok 10-15 years ago, but start to appear as amateurish when you still see them
now. Example: a guy is locked up in a bamboo cage, you have to help him out. What does your character do? He asks where
they keep the key. I mean, c'mon, I'm sending archdemons to the abyss here, if you need a key for a bamboo cage then I've got
this magic ore battleaxe here, just take one step back. Or on other occasions you're fighting off 30 feet tall trolls and sending
exploding fireballs towards a swarm of enemies, yet can't climb a wooden fence. I wish games were past such nonsense and
come up with something better.

On top of everything they also didn't fix the moon gravity. The nameless hero keeps floating through the air. I guess they
thought it looks cool. So cool that you don't get tired of it till the end of the game.

I had hard time rating the game. I was in between. The graphics still looks great, the design department has built a stunningly
beautiful world. And there are some splendid features in the game. For example in some places you get to play as Lester and
Gorn. Having gone through all the Gothic marathon just think how cool is that. The game's got a great sense of humor. Someone
in the development team did they're job.

I decided to lable it as a negative review only for one reason. Throughout the game I kept thinking about the flaws and bugs and
what they might have done better. What this means is that the game lacked atmosphere. It didn't suck me in as games are
supposed to. The lack of atmosphere is quite unforgivable.. Be warned, this game might not work properly. Once I was almost
past all the glitch it ended with to be continued, Wasn't what I expected when I bought this (as the previous review also
mentioned). Looked like it could be a fun game, but wont be continuing with it.. It's a very nice game, I played it like for 1 hour,
i thinks its a little bit confused on the beginning and it would be good if you include a map to avoid cross again and again on the
same place. But i really recomend it because it's a new way on the puzzle games for the future, very nice game!. This has good
potental but my issue is that people don't drop items after they die, that was a thing in Bomberman so the end 1v1 fight doesn't
last too long, there also needs to be a timer as well.
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